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The world’s largest direct seller of 
telecommunications, energy and other essential 

services people need and use every day.

Identity
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Identity

Who is ACN?
ACN is the world’s largest direct seller of telecommunications, energy and 
other essential services people need and use every day.  ACN provides 
Independent Business Owners (IBOs) with a lucrative home-based 
business opportunity to market these essential services on a part-time or full-
time basis within a framework of ethical business and marketing practices.

ACN’s brand is a promise – one that is not defined by competitors, but by 
its authentic and distinctive identity.  ACN’s predictable and meaningful 
branding ignites a space inside customers’ hearts filled with memorable 
experiences.

What is ACN’s Brand?
ACN’s brand represents a set of seven core values that materialize at 
every mention or appearance of our name: integrity, entrepreneurial spirit, 
empowerment, teamwork, trust & respect, communication and a winning 
culture. 

With these core values behind ACN’s name, our brand gives ACN an inherent 
value in the minds of our customers, employees and IBOs, no matter what 
the context. It expresses who we are and what we stand for.

The strength of the ACN brand as a whole depends upon the strength of 
its parts.  Our brand is more than our logo.  It is a design scheme made 
up of a number of core elements including typography, theme-line, colors, 
images and messages.  All of these elements must work together to drive 
home our brand wherever ACN appears. In order to do that, they must 
maintain consistency and integrity no matter where they are applied.

The stronger our brand,  
the stronger our name.
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In 1993, ACN’s Co-Founders Greg Provenzano, Robert 
Stevanovski, Mike Cupisz and Tony Cupisz set forth a 
group of core values they felt would ultimately be the 
driving force behind the company’s enduring success.  
Since that time, ACN has grown to become the world’s 
largest direct seller of telecommunications, energy and 
other essential services.

The core values represent a standard upheld by ACN and 
its employees.  These are the principles each employee 
should adhere to on a daily basis.  They guide our actions, 
because at ACN, we are not entitled to our success. We 
believe that we have to earn it each and every day.

Integrity 
ACN prides itself on conducting business in a moral and ethical way. In serving our 
Independent Business Owners, customers and fellow employees, we uphold our duty 
to maintain a level of honesty and reliability.

Entrepreneurial Spirit 
ACN originated from a vision of an entrepreneurial way of life in which strength and 
passion were driving forces behind one’s success. ACN embraces initiatives to expand 
our market opportunities in a flexible, adaptive and rapid way.

Empowerment 
We champion an environment that promotes originality and forward thinking. Our 
employees are encouraged to create and own ideas, while also being responsible and 
accountable for the decisions they make.

Teamwork 
ACN promotes collaboration on all levels within the company. In order to accomplish 
goals and objectives, we encourage employees to work together so the result is 
greater than the sum of our individual contributions.

Trust & Respect 
We maintain an uncompromising expectation that we will exhibit behavior that is 
respectful and honest. We expect individuals to be open to and appreciative of the 
diverse backgrounds, opinions and views of others.

Communication 
We believe communication is a key ingredient in a thriving company. Therefore, we 
encourage each other to discuss openly our successes, failures, risks and challenges – 
through all levels and across all groups in the company.

Winning Culture 
We advocate an attitude of success and confidence that we will achieve and surpass 
our goals, and the accomplishments will be rewarded. 

ACN’s Core Values
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Independent Business Owners
ACN provides individuals an attractive global business 
opportunity to market telecommunications and other 
essential services, generating immediate and recurring 
income, within a framework of ethical business and 
marketing practices.  

This is achieved through the motivation and experience 
provided by the Co-Founders combined with the support 
provided by our employees.  We strive to maximize the 
efficient use of technology, apply the highest ethical 
standards and create enterprise-wide systems and processes 
to deliver professional business services, tools, training 
and the regional support necessary to help Independent 
Business Owners build and manage their businesses. 

Customers
We are devoted to our customers’ needs and 
incorporate ways to make it easier for them to do 
business with ACN. We support the customer with 
a sense of urgency, while providing them with a full 
portfolio of competitively priced essential services 
that are quickly provisioned, accurately billed and 
delivered in an efficient, courteous and professional 
manner. Every interaction with ACN is marked by a 
standard of care that exceeds expectations.

Employees
We have a shared vision to become 
a global employer of choice. 
Recognizing that people provide 
the competitive advantage, we are 
committed to attracting, developing 
and retaining the best employees, 
and we offer an environment that 
values their diverse backgrounds 
and experiences.

Our employees embrace and drive 
a fast-paced entrepreneurial culture 
that maximizes every contribution 
to the organization and fosters 
growth through teamwork, allowing 
us to provide exceptional service to 
our Independent Business Owners 
and customers.

Services
Our business model is leveraged to provide profitable 
telecommunications, energy and other essential 
services for the consumer and small business markets 
that generate recurring revenues. Our services are 
simple for our Independent Business Owners to sell and 
are attractive to our customers.  

We are dedicated to providing the latest technology 
and creativity in bundling of high quality products that 
are supported with exceptional customer service at a 
reasonable price. 

Company
Company value is maximized through organic growth, 
optimized gross margin, reduced operating costs 
and consistent increased returns on investment and 
working capital.  Sound global cash planning and 
tax management define our long-term commitment 
to financial return.  Additionally, our strong focus 
on internal controls and compliance with industry 
standard auditing practices ensures our fiduciary 
responsibilities to our company.  

Community
ACN endeavors to be a good corporate 
citizen, taking steps to improve its 
community.  We believe to achieve 
greater, long-term, sustainable success 
we must create beneficial change for 
business and society.  We strive to 
earn and maintain a good reputation, 
developing trust and loyalty with those 
we interact with. We also regularly 
invest in long-term community 
partnerships and link community 
causes to business objectives.

The Vision of ACN
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In its simplest form, the ACN brand is 
represented by the ACN logo or one of its 
secondary logos.

Our logo is the most fundamental 
element of our brand.  It should appear in a  
prominent location on all communications. 

PRIMARY LOGO

LOGO WITH NEUTRAL COLORS

®

®

Pantone 430

Black

Reverse

ACN Corporate Logo Guidelines
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ACN 

The ACN logo should not  be replaced by 
a standard typeface unless approved by 
ACN’s Marketing Department.  It should 
always be reproduced from original artwork 
and should never be rebuilt, redrawn, re-
created or distorted.  The logo should not 
be manipulated, applied as transparent 
or otherwise overlapped or obstructed by 
nearby copy or objects without permission 
from ACN’s Marketing Department.

®

®

DO NOT distort the logo vertically or horizontally.

DO NOT use archived versions of the logo.

DO NOT use fonts instead of a logo.

DO NOT use patterns on logo.

Incorrect Logo Usage
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This logo is used primarily by ACN’s Independent Business Owners for their personal use for their business.

ENGLISH

Independent Business Owner Logos
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Independent Business Owner
Independent Business Owner

SPANISH

Empresario Independiente
Empresario Independiente

FRENCH

Propriétaire d’entreprise indépendant
Propriétaire d’entreprise indépendant



Home Phone

ENGLISH

High Speed Internet

High-Speed Internet 
+ Home Phone

Premium Technical Support

DigitalTalk® EXPRESS
for business

Servicio de teléfono residencial 

SPANISH

Internet de Alta Velocidad

Internet de Alta Velocidad 
+ Servicio de teléfono residencial 

Soporte Técnico Premium

DigitalTalk® EXPRESS
para empresas

Téléphonie résidentielle

FRENCH

Internet haute vitesse

Internet haute vitesse 
+ Téléphonie résidentielle

Soutien technique premium

DT® EXPRESS
pour les entreprises

ACN Carrier Logos - North America
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ACN Partner Logos - United States
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ACN Partner Logos - Canada
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STRIVE FOR 5 LOGOS POWER YOUR HOME LOGO

POWER
YOUR HOME PROMOTION

POWER
YOUR  WALLET PROMOTION

ENCIENDE
TU HOGAR

ENCIENDE
TU BILLETERA

OFERTA

OFERTA

IBO Facing Tagline Logos
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ÉNERGISEZ
VOTRE RÉSIDENCE GAZ ET ÉLECTRICITÉ

ÉNERGISÉE
VOTRE PROMOTION FINANCIÈRE

POWER YOUR WALLET LOGO

POWER
YOUR HOME PROMOTION

POWER
YOUR  WALLET PROMOTION

ENCIENDE
TU HOGAR

ENCIENDE
TU BILLETERA

OFERTA

OFERTA

ÉNERGISEZ
VOTRE RÉSIDENCE GAZ ET ÉLECTRICITÉ

ÉNERGISÉE
VOTRE PROMOTION FINANCIÈRE



PROJECT FEEDING KIDS

IBO Facing Tagline Logos
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alimentando niños nourrir les enfants

Feeding Children One Customer at a Time

Childhood hunger is an epidemic.

There are approximately 17 million children right here in 
North America that don’t know where their next meal is 
coming from. It’s happening right here at home, right in 
our own backyards. 

 ACN joined forces with Feeding America and Food Banks 
Canada and together we have a single mission: To fight 
childhood hunger while empowering families to live 
healthier lives. 

Our customers are helping feed children in need simply by 
becoming a customer and paying their monthly bills.

A Simple Yet Powerful Approach 

Providing Essential Services and Feeding Children in Need

Every time someone signs up for a service** through ACN, 
one meal* will be donated to a child in need. Plus, every 
time a customer pays their monthly bill for those services, 
another meal* will be provided.

It doesn’t get simpler or more powerful than that!



The ACN color palette is composed of our primary hero color, plus a range of secondary colors that compliment 
and contrast our primary color.

Our color palette provides a strong foundation on which to build the ACN brand and to best communicate the 
full spectrum of messages that define ACN communications to the IBOs and customers.

Our hero color is Pantone 295.  We use ACN Blue to clearly signify the presence of ACN products and services in 
the lives and homes of people around the world and to help others immediately identify us.  For vibrancy and 
impact, it’s supported by a complimentary color, Pantone 325 and Pantone 66 for accent as well as neutral color, 
Pantones 430 to generate balance and appeal.  Solid colors are used in most print collateral with some gradients 
built in for digital applications such as our websites and emails.

Our secondary colors, Pantone 165 and 368 are to be added to highlight promotions, special pricing or offers.

Color Palette

PANTONE
295 C
CMYK

100 69 8 54
RGB

0 40 85
Web

#002855

PANTONE
325 C
CMYK

53 0 23 0
RGB

100 204 201
Web

#64CCC9

PANTONE
430 C
CMYK

33 18 13 40
RGB

124 135 142
Web

#7C878E

PANTONE
660 C
CMYK

88 50 0 0
RGB

64 126 201
Web

#407EC9

PANTONE
165 C
CMYK

0 70 100 0
RGB

255 103 31
Web

#FF671F

PANTONE
368 C
CMYK

65 0 100 0
RGB

120 190 32
Web

#78BE20

PRIMARY COLORS SECONDARY COLORS
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Color Breakdown

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

PRIMARY COLORS SECONDARY COLORS
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Typography – Primary

Our primary print font is Myriad Pro, a sans serif font that is used for headers, sub headers and 
body text. We can incorporate the different variations to make the copy more interesting, while 
having a neutral design that guarantees readability.

Our primary web font is Lato, that will be primarily used for headers, subheaders and body text. 
It is a google font that is easily downloaded and readable on all computers.

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuv wx yz
0123456789!@#$%^&*() , . / ; ’ : ”<>?

Light • Light Italic • Regular • Italic • Semibold • Semibold Italic • Bold 

Bold Italic • Black • Black Italic • Condensed • Condensed Italic • Semibold Condensed 

Semibold Condensed Italic • Bold Condensed • Bold Condensed Italic

MYRIAD PRO

Aa
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) , . /; ’ : ” < > ?

Light • Light Italic • Regular • Italic 

Bold • Bold Italic • Black • Black Italic

LATO
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Typography – Fancy Alternatives

Our fancy alternative fonts, Painter and Abril Fatface are to be primarily used for headlines.
Painter and Abril Fatface can be used in both print and web design work. Abril Fatface will be 
our primary header font for websites and web applications.

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789!@#$%^&*(), ./; ’ :” < >?

PAINTER

Aa
A B C D E FG H I J K L M NO PQ RST U V W XYZ
a b c d e fg h i j k l m n o p q rst uv wxyz
0 1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) , . / ; ’ : ” < > ?

ABRIL FATFACE
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Type Hierarchy

One of the easiest ways to establish hierarchy with type is simply through size. 
Readers will often see the biggest type first and start reading from there.

To create a distinct type hierarchy, we vary the sizes and fonts on a page to 
establish and define clear relationships between pieces of text. When defining 
these relationships, just make sure there’s enought visual difference between 
font styles!

THE BASICS

18

Headlines Painter or Abril Fatface, sentence case 
30 pt size, 34 pt leading, using primary or secondary colors

SUBHEADS AND BUTTON COPY
Myriad Pro or Lato, All Caps or sentence case 
12-14 pt size, 14-18 pt leading, using only primary colors

SECONDARY SUBHEADS Myriad Pro or Lato, All Caps or sentence case 
12 pt size, 14 pt leading, using only primary colors

Body Copy. Myriad Pro or Lato, Sentence case 
10 pt size, 14 pt leading, 80% Black

Pull Quotes and lead in copy Myriad Pro or Lato, Sentence case 
14 pt size, 18 pt leading, using primary or secondary colors

Our default hierarchy is shown here, but there are exceptions when using the secondary colors for promos and designs.



ACN’s use of photography 
provides both IBOs and 
Customers a visual sense of 
the wide range and variety 
of products and services that 
ACN offers throughout the 
United States and Canada.  
Clean, simple, iconic hero 
images (most often on a white 
or transparent background) best 
exemplify the product offerings 
available to customers by ACN 
IBOs, while clean simple images 
with people using products 
is preferred in print and web 
design.

ACN incorporates lifestyle 
photography in key places to 
give the business opportunity 
a “face”, and illustrate the 
variety of individuals who 
create the life they want to live 
with ACN.

However, the use of images that 
insinuate exaggerated income 
claims should be avoided, 
including: Large houses, fancy 
cars, etc. Lifestyle imagery 
should be reserved to those 
images that represent what the 
average person could achive. 

Photography
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At ACN, social media is used to build a sense of 
community for IBOs - a place where they can 
freely share ideas, tips, thoughts, but also get the 
latest opportunity & product news coming out 
of corporate. We are a family at ACN, and we use 
our social pages accordingly - congratulating on 
recognitions, birthdays, celebrations, etc. 

Our social media pages are a place where IBOs 
can find motivation and support from corporate. 
Content is meant to be brief and positive, 
supporting that sense of community and 
encouraging an open safe place to share ideas, 
questions, and concerns. ACN holds the right to 
remove any comments, posts, etc. that do not 
convey a positive sense of community. 

Our icons are a part of the font Font Awesome 
which will be our standard as well as using the 
font for all of our web icons.

Social Media
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Disclaimers

21

Title Disclaimer Language How to Use Other 

Standard Earnings 
Disclaimer 

Earnings as an ACN IBO are based solely upon the successful sale of 
products to customers and their usage of those products. Individuals 
will incur expenses in operating their ACN business, such as the sign-up 
fee and renewal fee, as well as other possible operating expenses.  As 
with any business, earnings and success at ACN are not guaranteed but 
depend primarily on the individual’s commitment, persistence and effort. 
Individuals may not earn income and may lose money as an IBO.

Should be used on the front end of the 
majority of ACN materials that promote 
the ACN opportunity, including but not 
limited to The Opportunity Video, 1-8 
Video (both versions), Success from Home 
Magazine, ACN Magazine, etc. 

Show at beginning of videos for a period of time that would 
allow a reasonable person to read it ~8-12 seconds. In printed 
materials, should be printed in close proximity to all success 
stories, etc. 

Earnings Disclaimer 
Add On 

RVPs and SVPs (including Circle of Champions members) earn annual 
income achieved by fewer than 1% of ACN IBOs. Their success stories and 
earnings are extraordinary and not typical

Should be used in conjunction with the 
standard earnings disclaimer anytime the 
video features testimonials from RVPs or 
SVPs, including but not limited to COC 
Success Stories, RVP/SVP promotion 
videos, etc. 

add to BEGINNING of standard disclaimer. Show at beginning 
of videos for a period of time that would allow a reasonable 
person to read it ~8-12 seconds. In printed materials, should be 
printed in close proximity to all success stories, etc. For youtube 
and vimeo, disclaimer add on should appear in the description 
field FIRST, followed by the longer earnings statement, followed 
by the marketing language 

Compensation Plan Refer to the ACN Compensation Plan for Complete Details.

Should be used anytime specifics of the ACN Compensation Plan are 
referenced, such as residual income, percentages, CABs, bonuses, etc. 

Place at bottom of screen/page 

Enrollment/Renewal Plus annual renewal fee of $99 Should be used anytime materials 
reference an enrollment fee of $499

asterisk next to "$499"

Strive for 5 Excludes taxes and surcharges. Credit applies to Monthly Recurring Charge 
(MRC). Refer to Strive for 5 Terms and Conditions for complete details.

Should be used anytime Strive for 5 and/
or a reference to "free" is made

asterisk next to "free"

Hypothetical The hypotheticals used in this presentation are for illustrative purposes 
only and are not meant to imply that it is typical. Success as an ACN IBO is 
not guaranteed, but rather influenced by an individual’s specific effort. Not 
all IBOs make a profit and no one can be guaranteed success as an ACN IBO. 
Compensation is only earned at ACN when customers are acquired. 

Should be used anytime ACN's $2,000 
hypothetical example is used 

Project Feeding Kids 
2018

*ACN will donate at least one meal ($0.10) every time someone signs up for 
residential or business services through ACN and every time the customer 
pays their monthly bill for Flash Wireless, ACN Home Phone/Digital Talk 
Express throughout North America between 3/15/2018-3/15/2019. In the 
U.S.,ACN guarantees a minimum donation of 1.5 million meals to Feeding 
America to help families and children in need. $1 helps provide at least 10 
meals secured by Feeding America on behalf of local member food banks.

**Services included: ACN will donate one meal* any time someone be-
comes a customer of the following service: ACN Home Phone Service, ACN 
High-Speed Internet, Flash Wireless, XOOM Energy, Vivint Smart Home, 
DISH, DIRECTV, ACN DigitalTalk® Express and Anovia Payments. ACN will 
donate one meal** each time a customer pays their bill for the following 
services each month: ACN Home Phone Service, ACN High-Speed Internet, 
Flash Wireless and ACN DigitalTalk® Express.

Please Note: All disclaimers should be in close proximity to the claim and must be large enough and remain on screen long enough (video) for a reasonable person to read



Examples
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Flyers
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RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS SERVICES2

• Wireless

• Energy

• High Speed Internet

• Security & Automation

• Digital Phone Service

• Television

• Payment Processing Home Phone

 

2

4

8

16

32

64

128

Effective March 12, 2018 
FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES ONLY – 031218

1 The hypothetical examples used in this presentation are for illustrative purposes only and are not meant to imply that it is typical. 
Success as an ACN IBO  is not guaranteed, but rather influenced by an individual’s specific effort. Not all IBOs make a profit and 
no one can be guaranteed success as an ACN IBO.  Compensation is only earned at ACN when customers are acquired. 

EARNED POSITIONS & Customer Acquisition Bonus (CABs)7 TRAINING  
& SUPPORT

8

• Local, Regional 
 & International  
 Training Events

• Online Business  
 Building and  
 Support System 

In Business 
for Yourself, 
but Never 
by Yourself!

OVERRIDING 
RESIDUAL 
INCOME

6

Up to 10% 
on your 
personal 
customers

OUR 
BUSINESS 
MODEL

3

CUSTOMERS

Media 
Advertising

Internet 
Marketing

Mass 
Mailing YOU

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Relationship Marketing!

CABs are earned based on customers acquired by new IBOs. See ACN's Compensation Plan for Full Details & Qualifications.

PERSONAL 
RESIDUAL
INCOME

5

ONLINE  
BUSINESS

Independent  
Business 
Owner (IBO)
Cost: $499

4

COMPANY
• Started in the U.S. January 1993

•  25 Countries on 4 Continents

•  Revenue of $4 billion over last  
 5 years

•  Millions of Customers Acquired

World’s Largest Direct Seller of Telecommunications,  
Energy & Other Essential Services

Residuals

1% - 10%

1/4%

1/4%

1/4%

1/2%

3%

5%

8%

Level

You 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Up to 8%
on your 
team’s 
customers

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE1:
Assumes every person 
on your team acquires 5 
customers with an average 
monthly bill of $30.

MONTHLY RESIDUAL INCOME = 

$2,000+

YOU Acquire  
Customers and 

ACN Does the Rest!

1

Personalized Online Store

Hosted & Updated Daily

Product Info & Ordering

U.S. Based Customer Care  
& Billing

IBO Support Call Center

Customer Tracking

ACN PROVIDES:

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY.

QTT
5

ETT
5

QTT
5

QTT
5

TC

RD

TCETT

ETL
10

ETT

1,270 TOTAL CUSTOMERS

Residual Income 
Beyond 7th Level

INCREASED 
Residual Income  

Beyond  7th Level

ELIGIBLE FOR ANNUAL RETREAT

QTT
5 

CUSTOMERS 

Monthly  
Personal  

Customer  
Bonuses

15 
CUSTOMERS 

MONTHLY PERSONAL CUSTOMER BONUSES

40 
CUSTOMERS 

600 
CUSTOMERS 

1200 
CUSTOMERS

3000 
CUSTOMERS

ETT ETL TC RD RVP SVP

ETT
CAB $250

5 55

acninc.com  •  whoisacn.com

ETT
CAB $550

5 55 ETT
CAB $1,150

5 55 ETT
CAB $1,390

5 55 ETT
CAB $1,600

5 55 ETT
CAB $1,660

5 55

YOU

Why choose ACN  
High-Speed Internet?
• Speeds up to 150 Mbps2

• Higher Internet Usage Limits (download 
caps) compared to competitors

• Unlimited Usage* INCLUDED with the 
100 and 150 Mbps packages!³

• Unlimited Usage* Option available on 
the 50 Mbps package for an additional 
$10/mo

• Free installation with no activation fees4

High-Speed Internet + Voice NOVA SCOTIA | Eastlink Cable Territory

©ACN CANADA 2018 Eastlink_NovaScotia_HSI_Flyer_032118

SIGN UP NOW on my Business Website:  CALL ME for more information:

Your Service Can Be Free5!
Refer 5 people who sign up for High-Speed 
Internet, and yours can be free*.

Become a Customer, Feed a Child
When you become an ACN customer, a child gets fed.  
And when you pay your ACN High-Speed Internet bill each month, 
another child gets fed! Every bill, every month, every time.

Sign up today! Or, get complete pricing details on our High-Speed Internet packages.   
Contact your Independent Business Owner now!

$6399

per month

300 GB USAGE
Includes modem rental

Best for:
Moderate to High Internet usage

3-4 users at a time
Streaming TV and music,  

online gaming

50Mbps
DOWNLOAD

10Mbps
UPLOAD

$10/mo  Unlimited* Usage Option

¹ All monthly pricing shown excludes taxes, surcharges and fees. New customers only. One year contract term and early 
termination fee applies. See myacncanada.ca for additional details, terms and conditions.

² All speeds shown based on optimal service conditions and may vary by service location. 

³ Internet plans subject to monthly GB usage limit unless otherwise specified. If monthly usage limit is exceeded, overage is 
charged at $1.00/GB to a maximum of $100/month.

4 See myacncanada.ca for details, terms and conditions.

5Credit applies to Monthly Recurring Charge. Excludes taxes, surcharges and fees. See acnstrivefor5.ca for additional details, 
terms and conditions. 

*Unlimited Internet option subject to ACN Acceptable Use Policy and Terms and Conditions. See myacncanada.ca for additional 
details, terms and conditions.

1

Featured Internet Packages1

UNLIMITED* 
Includes modem rental

Best for:
High Internet usage

4-5 users at a time

Streaming on multiple TVs, 
 online gaming

100Mbps
DOWNLOAD

10Mbps
UPLOAD

UNLIMITED* Usage Included!

UNLIMITED* 
Includes modem rental

Best for:
Very High Internet usage

4-6 users at a time

Streaming multiple HD movies, 
online gaming

150Mbps
DOWNLOAD

10Mbps
UPLOAD

UNLIMITED* Usage Included!

$7499

per month
$8499

per month

ETT Customer  
Acquisition Bonus

ETT - 30 Days

ETT CABs 
$250

ETT $0

Customer  
Acquisition Bonuses

ETT CABs 
$250

+
QTTs - 30 Days CABs

$100

ETT $100

ETL $0

Set Up Your ACN Business

Write Down Your “Why”

Set a Goal to Earn ETT & ETL ASAP

Create Your Contact List

Set Up Your First Home Meetings and Start Inviting 

Get Qualified and Earn the Customer Bonus

Attend a Weekly Training

Launching Your Business

Set up your ACN Business
Business ID:

Password:

Online Store:

Online Survey:

Distributor Website:

Your Upline Leaders

Name:

Position:

Phone:

Name:

Position: 

Phone:

Your “WHY”

This is my “WHY”:

Set a goal to earn ETT & ETL ASAP

Qualified 
Team Trainer

Executive
Team Trainer

Executive
Team Leader 

Effective March 1, 2017

Team
Coordinator

Monthly Personal 
Customer Bonuses

In order to receive bonuses,  
IBOs must be a QTT or higher

10 Personal  
Customer Points

5 Services,  
15 Personal 

Customer Points

40 Total Customer Points
between you and your team

Customer  
Acquisition Bonuses

ETT CABs 
$250

+
QTTs - 30 Days CABs

$300

ETT $300

ETL $200

TC $50

Earn ETT 
and 
ETL ASAP!

Refer to the ACN Compensation  
Plan for complete details

5 Customer Points 
3 Services

15 Personal Customer 
Points

OR
5 Personal Customer  
Points + 2 QTT Legs

Overriding Residual Income
Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only.

ETT Examples

ETT
15 

POINTS

YOU
5 

POINTS

QTT
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EXAMPLE1:
Assumes each IBO gets 2 other IBOs who each 
acquires customers totaling 5 services with an 

average monthly bill of $30.

MONTHLY RESIDUAL INCOME WOULD BE:

$2,000+
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1,270 TOTAL CUSTOMERS
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ACN Global Reach Style Guide
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Nurturing Our Roots
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ACN firmly believes that sometimes the biggest change starts 
right at home!  The Charlotte area is more than just another city. 
It’s ACN’s home and we believe it’s our responsibility to cultivate 
our roots in the area and help our community grow by first 
growing the children and families within our community.

In addition to providing ongoing support for Ronald McDonald 
House Charities, ACN is proud to sponsor and be involved with 
a long list of local charities. Having a sense of community is 
important to us and we understand the importance of cultivating 
our roots in the Charlotte area including: 

• Habitat for Humanity

• The Coltrane Living Interest for

• The Elderly Center

• Meals on Wheels

• The American Red Cross

• Speedway Children’s Charities

• Boys and Girls Club

• Children’s Home Society

• Allegro Foundation

• Big Brothers, Big Sisters

• Autism Society of North Carolina

• Northeast Foundation

• Charlotte Touchdown Club

• Hospice and Palliative Care of

• Cabarrus County

• Cabarrus Arts Council

• Cabarrus Literacy Council



Logo
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Charity Partners
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In addition to providing ongoing support for Ronald 
McDonald House Charities, ACN is proud to sponsor 
and be involved with a long list of local charities. 
Having a sense of community is important to us and we 
understand the importance of cultivating our roots in the 
Charlotte area including: 

• Habitat for Humanity

• The Coltrane Living Interest for

• The Elderly Center

• Meals on Wheels

• The American Red Cross

• Speedway Children’s Charities

• Boys and Girls Club

• Children’s Home Society

• Allegro Foundation

• Big Brothers, Big Sisters

• Autism Society of North Carolina

• Northeast Foundation

• Charlotte Touchdown Club

• Hospice and Palliative Care of

• Cabarrus County

• Cabarrus Arts Council

• Cabarrus Literacy Council
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